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DOSO
Relationship Statement Process

Original RS → Write & Internal Review → Draft Version 1

Review → Merge Comments Tally Affirmations

Adjust if need for adoption → Inform and Revote → Adopted Final Version

Need to Collect / Review / Merge IFC/PanHel Comments

COORDINATED SINGLE GREEK RESPONSE
AIGC Review Status

- Small Team Worked over Summer 2008
- Document formatted as MS Word report for automation of Table of Contents and Pagination
- Changes then incorporated as “Track Changes”
- Need To Hear From the Delegation
  - Use the Summary Table of Changes to help
  - Need *Detailed* Comments, Item by Item if any
  - Adoption Signature Form for Chapter is Available
    - Will scan these in to form signatures page

Roger – rgrice@hvc.rr.com
Jerry – jonathan.witter@alum.mit.edu
General Points to Revisions

• Updates for 2006 “Initiatives” and 2007 “New Directions, New Opportunities”
• Update for OFSA organization shift from DOSO to Residence Life in Summer 2008
• Consideration of deletion of RPI responsibilities due to resource constraints
• Fixes some oversights from last revision
Process Timeline October 2008

- First attempt of review for Revisions 10/2007
- OFSA issues initial extensive revision proposal 4/2008
- Team of OFSA and AIGC iterate on proposed revisions 8/2008
- Draft Comments Merged into 1 Document 9/2008
- Draft sent out to delegations and posted on AIGC website 9/2008
- Held Overview Session at AIGC meeting 10/18/2008
- Comments and Objections due ASAP 11/18/2008
- Signoffs Due Back 12/18/2008
  - RPI/IFC/PanHel/Student/House Corps Review & Approvals
  - Due AFTER summer vacation to allow for student reviews
- Implementation 1/18/2009

We were almost there for our first try at biennial review!
Key Points

- Meant to be Reviewed & Renewed Every 2 Yrs
  - Standing committee to collect ongoing feedback
  - If strong and multiple objections to a change, it can be worked or delayed to a future revision
    - We’ll need help to maintain this living document

- AIGC can provide training support

- Once Ratified, ALL Greeks Are Bound